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introduction

It has ever been the truth that intelligence is stale the moment it is communicated and it is never complete. The RAF
Department of Military Intelligence is by no means immune from this axiom. Given the pace of rebuilding and innovation
surging through the Inner Sphere, it would be impossible for any technology review to be accurate even at the time of publishing, much less a year later. The following intelligence assessment supplements the RAF 3085 Inner Sphere Technology
Report (commonly referred to as TRO:3085, after the old ComStar technical readouts). This document focuses on key new
technologies in both the RAF and surrounding nations as well as updates on existing technologies that have come into use or
have had new data presented.
Twelve months can completely reshape history, one has only to look at the Fourth Succession War or the first waves of the
Clan Invasion to see examples of such radical changes in so short a time. While this last year has not experienced such borderchanging upset, it has not been without fundamental changes. The signing of the Tikonov Accords has allowed The Republic
to finally move forward with finalizing its borders and government. Infusions of new technologies, rebuilt infrastructure, and
post-Jihad recruits across the Inner Sphere have allowed militaries to finally make inroads towards rebuilding to their former
levels. Coupled with this, the relative peace of the post-Jihad era has continued to grow. Outside the near-open warfare between the Confederation and The Republic (which has all but ceased since the Tikonov Accords) no major military actions
have taken place in over two years.
With the exception of the still-fracturing Free Worlds League, the nations and Clans of the Inner Sphere have seen a continued stabilization. Even the Capellan Confederation – which remains overtly hostile to The Republic – has moved into a quiescent state, with only minor probing of its neighbors giving proof of its continued existence. Against their cultural norms, the
Clans are seeing a heightened sense of peace, where pirate attacks are nearly as common as inter-Clan trials in the Occupation
Zone. The former Free Worlds has taken on the resemblance of the Inner Sphere in the Age of War. An odd microcosm of forming states, crumbling nations, and fierce independents has made the region a Petri dish for historians to compare their pet
theories on how the Inner Sphere came to the first Star League.
Within the RAF, Commanding General Lee has taken Victor Steiner-Davion’s blueprint and finalized the RAF‘s organization. With the structure set, all that remains is to fill out the formations with the equipment and personnel needed to bring The
Republic’s military from a loose collection of disparate units to a unified army worthy to be the successors of the original Star
League Defense Force.
—General Albrecht Hoft
RAF Department of Military Intelligence
1 December, 3086
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Mercenary Infantry

Tied for man’s oldest profession, mercenaries have
existed from the edges to the very center of every conflict
man has taken part in for the last ten thousand years. Their
often fringe existence means they have never forgotten
the core reality that boots on the ground is a requirement
of any military campaign. Often fighting in warzones dominated by armored titans, heavy armor, and firepower that
can level entire mountains, mercenary infantry forces have
had to innovate and adapt unlike anyone else on the modern battlefield.
It is these innovations and adaptations that make
examining them valuable. While our conventional infantry forces are becoming well established, the majority of
these are built on garrison-grade forces. As we build out
our more specialized infantry forces, looking to ground
that mercenaries have tread can serve as a roadmap for
our future infantry programs.
KEY INFANTRY
Kraken Unleashed is a highly specialized regiment
with expertise in aquatic and amphibious warfare.
Stationed on the Capellan world of Principia, Kraken
took advantage of the active shipwright industry to
develop a new component to their infantry forces. The
Harpoon parasub is a five-man, unpressurized submersible equipped with a small torpedo launcher and allowing the occupants to fire their gyroslug rifles from the
safety of the armored submersible. Able to maintain sustained speeds over thirty kilometers an hour, the Kraken’s
Harpoon platoons have extended the reach and power
of their underwater combat forces. Unlike the Kraken’s
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combat subs, the small parasubs can be quickly loaded
into a transport and deployed anywhere on planet in a
matter of hours, bringing firepower that can threaten
even a concerted underwater BattleMech assault.
The Battle Corps Legion mercenary unit has a reputation for unconventional tactics that has allowed it to
survive (if barely) time and again. Named in homage
to the fictional detective Sherlock Holmes’ information
network, the Battle Corps’ Baker Street Irregulars are a
highly unconventional infantry force. Made up of young
battlefield refugees from across the Jihad, the Irregulars
have basic combat training but are not intended to
be deployed in battle. Either being or able to pass for
teenagers (or even younger) the Irregulars specialize in
infiltration of urban environments for the purpose of collecting vital information. Operating on the principle that
few people pay attention to children, the Irregulars successfully performed several vital intelligence operations
during Operation SCOUR.
A quintessential infantry formation, Stalwart Support
did not set out to be a leader in front line tactics, instead
building a solid reputation for reliable garrison and security duty. The fall into the chaos of the Jihad forced
Stalwart to take a stand and pushed its developing frontline combat doctrines from practice to use and beyond.
Data recovered from New Canton shows that the Word
of Blake’s proclamation of total control of the planet in
August of 3071 was somewhat premature. In reality, it
took another two years before the Word was able to hunt
down and destroy the last remnants of Colonel Sanders’
unit. One tactic that led to their long-running resistance
was their combined LRM/Spotter teams. Heavy infantry
with man-portable LRMs would hide in cover while more
mobile scout infantry would spot with man-portable TAG
units. These few teams caused damage far outweighing
their small size and made a lasting impression on the
populace of New Canton.

Submersible Mechanized Infantry
Notable Unit: Kraken Unleashed- The Mermen
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (D/D-D-D)
Transport Weight: 20 tons
Equipment:
Primary Weapon: 12 Gyroslug Rifles
Secondary Weapon: 8 Standard SRM Launchers
		
(Two-Shot)
Armor: Marine Environment Suit
Battle Value: 90
Notes: Range halved underwater
Platoon Type (Specialty): Mechanized (SCUBA)
Ground MP: 0
Water MP: 3
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 20 (5/4)
Damage Divisor: 2
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
-1 (0 Hexes), 0 (1-2 Hexes), +2 (3-4 Hexes), +4 (5-6 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
9 (20-19), 8 (18-17), 7 (16-15), 6 (14-12), 5 (12-10),
4 (9-8), 3 (7-6), 2 (5-4), 1 (3-2), 0 (1)

Mercenary Infantry
Scout Infantry
Notable Unit: The Battle Corps – Baker Street Irregulars
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (C/A-A-A)
Transport Weight: 3 tons
Equipment:
Primary Weapon: 28 Auto-Pistols
Secondary Weapon: None
Armor: Civilian Clothing
Battle Value: 47
Notes: Carries various surveillance and communications aids.

TAG Spotter Infantry
Notable Unit: Stalwart Support - Spotter Infantry
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (E/F-X-F)
Transport Weight: 3 tons
Equipment:
Primary Weapon: 20 Mark XX Laser Rifles
Secondary Weapon: 8 Infantry TAG Systems
Armor: Flak, Standard
Battle Value: 66
Notes: Equipped with TAG. May make TAG attempt as per
normal rules.

Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (None)
Ground MP: 1
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 28 (7/4)
Damage Divisor: 1
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
0 (0 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
6 (28-26), 5 (25-21), 4 (20-17), 3 (16-12), 2 (11-7),
1 (6-3), 0 (2-1)

Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (None)
Ground MP: 1
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 28 (7/4)
Damage Divisor: 1
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
-1 (0 Hexes), 0 (1-3 Hexes), +2 (4-6 Hexes), +4 (7-9 Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
5 (28-26), 4 (25-20), 3 (19-14), 2 (13-9), 1 (8-3), 0 (2-1)
Heavy Foot LRM Infantry
Notable Unit: Stalwart Support - Heavy LRM Infantry
Tech Base (Rating): Inner Sphere (D/X-X-D)
Transport Weight: 3 tons
Equipment:
Primary Weapon: 20 Federated-Barrett M42B Rifles
Secondary Weapon: 8 Corean Farshot LRMs
Armor: Standard Ballistic Plate
Battle Value: 114
Notes: May not perform swarm or anti-’Mech attacks.
Platoon Type (Specialty): Foot (None)
Ground MP: 1 (Move or Shoot)
Platoon Size (Squad/Platoon): 28 (7/4)
Damage Divisor: 2
To-Hit Modifier (Range in Hexes):
-1 (0 Hexes), 0 (1-3 Hexes), +2 (4-6 Hexes), +4 (7-9
Hexes)
Maximum Weapon Damage (# of Troopers):
24 (28), 23 (27), 22 (26), 21 (25-24), 20 (23), 19 (22),
18 (21), 17 (20), 16 (19), 15 (18-17), 14 (16), 13 (15),
12 (14), 11 (13) 10 (12), 9 (11-10), 8 (9), 7 (8), 6 (7), 5 (6),
4 (5), 3 (4-3), 2 (2), 1 (1)
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Marksman M1A MBT
– was chosen in no small part because they had already
begun internal trials on an operational design.

Mass: 95 tons
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: Edasich Motors 285 Light Fusion
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Flank Speed: 54 kph
Armor: AmberStar Weave Heavy Ferro with CASE
Armament:
1 M-7 Gauss Rifle
2 Holly MML 9
4 Krieger C1 Series Medium Lasers
4 MainFire Miniguns
Manufacturer: Pandora ’Mech Works
Primary Factory: Terra
Communications System: COMTEC 400E
Targeting and Tracking System: GroundTracker EE-4
Overview
The Winston Combat Vehicle has been an instant
success, meeting with strong praise from all units that
have so far seen deployment. Despite the high marks it
has received, its seventy-ton mass and lack of large main
gun was deemed insufficient to go against contemporary
assault-grade main battle tanks such as the Challenger
and Alacorn. When the RAF Quartermaster office informed
Pandora that the Winston would not be the RAF light MBT
of choice, with the Kinnol earning that distinction, Pandora
responded quickly. Before an open bid for an assault class
MBT design could be formally put out, Pandora had submitted their M-series assault tank for consideration. While
a full review of all manufactures’ proposals was performed,
Pandora’s design – designated by the RAF as the Marksman
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Capabilities
The Marksman M1A Main Battle Tank shares a name
with the First Star League’s artillery tank, but that is where
any similarities end. The designation was chosen in part as
a nod to the accuracy of the tank’s main gun, but it was also
consciously noted that the use of the name could cause
confusion in opposing military forces and intelligence
groups that would equate “Marksman” with the older
model artillery tank.
Built on a ninety-five ton chassis, a light fusion engine powers the tank at fifty-four kilometers an hour at
flank speed. While not leaving as much tonnage free as the
Alacorn’s Pitban XL, the cost savings make the Marksman
a less-expensive base chassis. Defensive protection mirrors the Winston with fifteen and a half tons of AmberStar
Weave heavy ferro-fibrous armor backed up by a chassismounted CASE system. The armor load is heavier than on
nearly any other assault grade tank and has the unfortunate side effect of stressing the suspension and putting
increased wear on the tread systems.
While Pandora’s Marksman concept was always built
around the reliable M-7 Gauss Rifle, the original design
mounted three different missile racks and no energy weapons. When it was selected to be the new RAF main battle
tank, the Quartermaster requested that Pandora standardize the missile launchers and examine taking advantage
of the fusion engine to ensure that the tank would have
weapons in even the longest of engagements. Pandora
responded by mounting Four Krieger C1 series medium
lasers in the gimble arms over the turret. The new compact
model of Krieger laser is modeled on the Cyclops Eye laser
used by the venerable Drillson Hover Tank, the barrelless
design giving them a high degree of durability in rough
combat. The varied missile racks were replaced with two
nine-tube multi-missile launchers. Able to support the M-7
at range, the MMLs provide a massive increase in shortrange firepower. With a dual brace of Mainfire Miniguns
for point-blank defense, opponents of the Marksman face
the undesirable choices of staying at range and facing the
Gauss rifle, or closing and being sandblasted by the lasers
and short-range missiles from the MML racks.

Deployment
The Marksman’s first field trials were conducted
this spring at the X-5 Test Ranges in the Outback of
the Australian continent. In lightly broken terrain, two
Marksman M1A tanks were supported by two Giggins
APCs carrying jump infantry. Various other vehicles were
included to represent actual battlefield combat situations.
A mixed unit of four medium BattleMechs and a reinforced
lance of cavalry vehicles made up the opposing force. The
Marksman tanks made an early showing with well-placed
gauss rifle shots that destroyed one BattleMech and a
Maxim II. The OpFor used the broken terrain to close in
relative protection, coming out right on top of one of the
Marksmans, though was unprepared for the brutal shortrange response. The computer simulation left two of the
OpFor’s ’Mechs and half of their vehicles destroyed at the
cost of just one immobilized M1A.
Trials are still underway as suspension issues continue
to plague the design, but full deployment is expected early
in 3088, with a goal of at least one lance of Marksmans on
each Protectorate world by 3095.
Variants
Pandora has been approved to release their original
model to the general public. The M1 will lack the M1A’s
laser arsenal and replace the multi-missile launchers with
three independent missile systems. Dual six and streakfour short-range missile launchers lend the M1 a powerful
short-range punch. The use of MRM racks on the M1 was
deemed contrary to the RAF’s needs for a main battle tank,
but the low cost of the system and ammunition loads is
expected to appeal to many planetary militias. The M1 further reduces costs through the use of a standard engine
and ferro-fibrous armor. Even the CASE was removed, as
the severely limited missile stores of this tank will likely be
depleted long before its armor is breached. The M1 is expected to first ship in late 3088.

Marksman M1A MBT
Type: Marksman
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Movement Type: Tracked
Tonnage: 95
Battle Value: 1,778
Equipment			
Internal Structure:			
Engine:
285		
Type:
Light Fusion
Cruising MP:
3
Flank MP:
5
Heat Sinks:
12		
Control Equipment:			
Turret:			

Mass
9.5
19

2
5
3.5

Equipment			
Armor Factor (Heavy Ferro): 307		
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
73
R/L Side
62/62
Rear
50
Turret
60
Weapons and Ammo
Gauss Rifle
Ammo (Gauss) 16
2 MML 9
Ammo (MML) 52/44
4 Medium Lasers
4 Machine Guns
Ammo (MG) 200
CASE

Location
Turret
Body
Turret
Body
Turret
Turret
Body
Body

Mass
15.5

Tonnage
15
2
12
4
4
2
1
.5
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BLD-XL BLADE
the Sphere, large portions of the proto-RAF’s TO&E consisted of equipment from well outside the forming Republic’s
borders. New Hessen WorkMechs – manufacturer of the
workhorse Rook – eventually won the contract for a light
strike ’Mech with their Blade BattleMech, despite being just
outside the Republic.

Mass: 35 tons
Chassis: Hessen Light MK I
Power Plant: GM 245 XL
Cruising Speed: 75 kph
Maximum Speed: 118 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: StarGuard Ferro Fibrous
Armament:
1 Mydron Tornado Rotary Autocannon 5
2 Diverse Optics Extended Range Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: New Hessen WorkMechs
Primary Factory: New Hessen
Communications System: Neil 6000
Targeting and Tracking System: Octagon Tartrac System C
Overview
The Blade was commissioned as part of the military
standardization protocols enacted by former Republic
Commanding General Victor Steiner-Davion. The end of
the Jihad found the Coalition-turned-Republic army a
hodgepodge of technology ranging from primitive Age
of War designs through century-old survivors and to
the latest, cutting-edge, new production models. The
standardization program called for culling material that
would be difficult to maintain, outside the RAF’s mission
role, or too few – and too ineffectual – to warrant continued use.
The other aspect of the Commanding General’s program was to ensure reliable access to key mission role technologies. With recruits and equipment from every corner of
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Capabilities
As much as possible, durability and ease of maintenance drove the development of the Blade, which at first
would call into question why a GM extra-light engine
was chosen. However, the Blade survives on the maxim
of “speed is life.” Its ability to achieve speeds of over one
hundred kilometers an hour grants it this durability of
speed. Reusing many of the Rook’s battlefield-tested
components answered both the call for easy maintenance and durability, from the pared-down Rook chassis
to the electronics and even the same cockpit assembly
of the heavier ’Mech. The flat plate armor mounting
gives the light cavalry design an IndustrialMech feel, at
the benefit of reducing armor replacement times by up
to fifty percent. While the Blade will not win any visual
design awards, it is a tough chassis capable of swiftly
closing to deliver its firepower.
The firepower consists of a highly reliable Mydron
rotary autocannon and two of Diverse Optics’ well-tested
extended-range medium lasers. A full three tons of ammunition feed the rotary cannon, allowing it respectable
battlefield endurance even when using high rates of fire.
All three weapons are mounted in the right arm, which critics of the design are quick to point out as a risk. However,
the New Hessen designers acknowledged and dismissed
the issue at the same time.
The Blade’s weapon arm is an attempt to achieve an
Omni-level ease of maintenance on a standard chassis.
Borrowing on Clan modularization technology, the entire
right arm is a self contained system with only the shoulder
actuator and the armored weapon and power feed connecting it to the main chassis. The benefits of this is if any
component of the arm is damaged, all technicians need do
is disconnect the ammo feed mechanism and detach the
arm from the shoulder joint to completely remove the arm.
A replacement can then be put in place, while the damaged arm is worked on at ground level.

Finally, with rotary autocannons prone to jamming
and the internal space of the chassis very tight, New Hessen
WorkMechs’ designers spent considerable time on the
ammunition feed system. Internally the ammunition bay
uses a single feed system, reducing the chance for internal
jamming when changing bins. All ammunition is then fed
out through an armored feed system that avoids routing
through the shoulder assembly. Despite the appearance
of fragility, field trials of the Blade have shown it to be ten
percent less likely to suffer a jam then the Legionnaire.
Deployment
The first three years of production are promised to the
Republic Armed Forces, with the Federated Suns having an
option to purchase up to 50% of all future production runs.
So far New Avalon has not expressed any firm interest in
the design, focusing on the heavier Legionnaire and justreleased Cuirass.
RAF deployment of the Blade is primarily planned for
the Principes Guard and for key defense of vital worlds,
where a rapid and durable response to threats is needed.
Variants
The semi-modular nature of the weapon arm has
made it possible to offer two simple modifications of the
BLD-XL. The first is an attempt to even further simplify
maintenance in addition to increasing the design’s overall
durability. The XS uses a Mydron Model B medium autocannon and standard-model Diverse Optics lasers in place of
the extended-range models. Much easier to maintain and
support logistically, this model’s chief failing is its critical
lack of ammunition. With only ten reloads, it is forced to
stay close to supply lines and any thought of using specialty ammunitions is effectively squashed. The XX model
is intended to increase the Blade’s anti-aircraft power with
the use of a Mydron Excel LB 10-X autocannon. Two tons of
ammunition force it to choose its load out carefully, which
is made even worse by the ammunition system. Designers
were unable to adapt the single track feed system to handle
multiple ammunition types, forcing the XX to carry either
standard or cluster ammunition in battle.
Understandably, the rotary variant is expected to be
the most common of the three models produced and all
current RAF orders are for the XL model.

BLD-XL BLADE
Type: Blade
Technology Base: Inner Sphere
Tonnage: 35
Battle Value: 1,314
Equipment			 Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
2
Engine:
245 XL		
6
Walking MP:
7
Running MP:
11
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro (XL):			
1.5
Cockpit:			
3
Armor Factor (Light Ferro):
118		
7
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
11
16
Center Torso (rear)		
5
R/L Torso
8
12
R/L Torso (rear)		
4
R/L Arm
6
12
R/L Leg
8
16
Weapons and Ammo Location
Rotary AC/5
RA
2 ER Medium Lasers
RA
Ammo (RAC) 60
RT
CASE
RT

Critical
6
2
3
1

Tonnage
10
2
3
.5
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Dragau and Tiamat DropShips

The O’Neil Shipyards were devastatingly damaged during
their liberation from the Word of Blake. In particular, the manufacturing facilities for WarShip system drives was completely destroyed, with several nearby supporting facilities also wiped out.
This destruction put the possibility of new WarShip production at
least a decade out … and that only at the expense of other rebuilding. In light of this damage, and with a need to quickly establish a protective naval force for the new Republic, it was decided to
focus naval defense on DropShip-based platforms backed up by
the few remaining WarShips left over from the Coalition.
Initially black water naval forces were built around the
hodgepodge of salvage and equipment brought into the forming Republic by House units that chose to join the new state. This
was supplemented with select purchases from allied nations, particularly the Combine’s Nekohono’o and Federated Suns’ Arondight
and Excalibur PWS. Ultimately though, it was determined that the
growing Republic navy would need a stronger mainline vessel to
carry the weight of defensive and eventual offensive operations.
While the stigma surrounding the Word of Blake’s Tiamat-class
Pocket WarShip had left an indelible mark on Coalition survivors,
no one could discount the sheer power the drone ships wielded
in the final battles for Terra. Based on that, efforts were begun
to restore the damaged production lines and revive the original
manned version of the massive assault DropShip. While no Manei
Domini Tiamats survived the Jihad, the plans and tooling to build
them still existed. It was a relatively simple matter to repair the
lines and restart production.
The manned version of the Tiamat carries a much smaller
engine, capable of only three gravities of maximum thrust, but is
otherwise structurally identical to the Drone version. The tradeoff
for the slower thrust profile is an impressive increase in overall armament. Six heavy sub-capital cannons form the main power of the
craft. This direct firepower is backed up by fifteen large-class subcapital lasers. The four AR-10 launchers and a single tele-operated
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Kraken system are almost an afterthought to the direct-fire weapons. Conventional armament is heavier as well, with the Drone’s limited conventional array reinforced with extended-range large lasers
and a strong battery of eight MML 9 systems. Capable of devastating firepower, the Tiamat will fill the destroyer role in the Republic’s
navy, saving our limited WarShips for heavier operations.
The conversion of the Dragau was more a matter of ready production and an immediate need for a viable vessel. The Republic
needed a reliable system patrol craft, and with O’Neil Yards unable
to produce the Achilles for at least five more years, another solution
was sought. This answer came in the guise of New Earth’s Gazelle
yards. By 3078 the yard had been mostly converted to produce the
Dragau Caspar II drones and had escaped with relatively light damage, compared to O’Neil. The Dragau II project was begun in 3079,
with the first new ship due to make its maiden flight this month.
The delay in final launch is a result of the Dragau’s “ground-up”
design to be a drone DropShip. This drone-first construction necessitated a nearly full redesign of the interior of the vessel to allow
for a manned crew. Even with the redesign, accommodations for
the thirteen-man crew are incredibly cramped. The limited interior
space means that the ship is not well-suited to long deployments,
but in its intended system patrol role it should be sufficient. On the
other hand, the upside of the cramped crew spaces is zero loss of
performance or payload. Its capacity for a body-stretching seven
gravities of thrust allows the ship to outmaneuver all but the lightest aerospace fighters and its weapon payload can make quick work
of anything short of a Pocket WarShip. The combination of limited
crew space and high combat thrust has narrowed the selection of
potential crews. The ideal crewmen for this assignment will be teamoriented fighter pilots, who are understandably rare.

Armor
Nose: 442
Sides: 334
Aft: 262

Dragau II (Assault Interceptor)

Tiamat (Pocket WarShip)

Type: Military Aerodyne
Use: Interceptor
Tech: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Introduced: 3085
Mass: 2,500 tons
Battle Value: 14,254

Type: Military Spheroid
Use: Pocket WarShip
Tech: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Introduced: 3076
Mass: 36,000 tons
Battle Value: 50,146

Dimensions
Length: 90 meters
Width: 70 meters
Height: 20 meters

Dimensions
Length: 90 meters
Width: 90 meters
Height: 170 meters

Fuel: 174 tons (6,960)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 9
Maximum Thrust: 14
Heat Sinks: 122 [244]
Structural Integrity: 15

Fuel: 500 tons (10,000)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 4
Maximum Thrust: 6
Heat Sinks: 526 (1052)
Structural Integrity: 75

Cargo
Bay 1: Cargo (174 tons)

1 Doors

Life Boats: 2
Escape Pods: 0
Crew: 2 officers, 3 enlisted/non-rated, 8 gunners
Ammunition: 32 rounds Heavy Gauss Rifle ammunition (8 tons), 48 rounds
LRM ammunition (12 tons), 120 Anti-Missile rounds (12 tons).
Notes: Equipped with 66.5 tons of Heavy Ferro Aluminum armor. Officer’s
quarters use crew-class quarters, all crew and gunners use steerage-class
quarters.
Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		
Short Medium Long Extreme Class
Nose (94 Heat)
2 Heavy Gauss Rifle 		
5 (50) 4 (40)
2 (20)
–
Gauss
		 (32 rounds)
3 Heavy PPC		
5 (45) 5 (45)
–
–
PPC
3 Heavy PPC		
5 (45) 5 (45)
–
–
PPC
2 AMS (48)		
1 (6)†
–
–
–
AMS
LW/RW (60 Heat)
2 LRM 15 + Artemis IV 2 (24) 2 (24)
2 (24)
–
LRM
		 (96 rounds)
2 ER PPC			
2(20)
2(20)
2(20)
–
PPC
2 Large VSP Laser		
2 (22) 2 (18)
–
–
Pulse
LW/RW Aft (20 Heat)
2 Large VSP Laser		
2 (22) 2 (18)
–
–
Pulse
Aft (30 Heat)
2 Large VSP Laser		
2 (22) 2 (18)
–
–
Pulse
2 ER Medium Lasers		
1 (10) 1 (10)
–
–
Laser
4 AMS (72)		
1 (12)†
–
–
–
AMS

Dragau and Tiamat DropShips
Armor
Nose: 810
Sides: 750
Aft: 705
Cargo
Bay 1: Fighter Cubicle (6)
Bay 2: Cargo (1,582 tons)

6 Doors
1 Doors

Life Boats: 10
Escape Pods: 0
Crew: 9 officers, 10 enlisted/non-rated, 40 gunners, 12 bay personnel,
36 Battle Armor Marines.
Ammunition: 90 rounds Heavy SCC (180 tons), 15 Kraken-T missiles
(1500 tons), 40 Killer Whales (4000 tons), 40 Barracudas (1200 tons),
30 Pirahnas (150 tons), 80 Heavy Gauss Rifle Rounds (20 tons), between
624 and 528 MML ammo depending on composition (48 tons).
Notes: Equipped with 219 tons of Heavy Ferro Aluminum armor.
Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		
Short Medium Long Extreme Class
Nose (516 Heat)
3 Sub-Capital Laser/3
9
9
–
– Capital Laser
6 Heavy Sub-Capital		
42
42
–
–
Capital AC
		 Cannon (90 rounds)
1 Kraken-T (15 missiles)
10
10
10
100 Capital Missile
4 Heavy Gauss Rifle 		 10 (100) 6 (60)
4 (40)
–
Gauss
		 (80 rounds)
4 ER PPC			
4 (40) 4 (40)
4 (40)
–
PPC
4 Laser AMS		
1 (12)†
–
–
–
AMS
FL/FR (380 Heat)
6 Sub-Capital Laser/3
18
18
–
– Capital Laser
2 AR-10 (20 KW, 20 B)
*
*
*
* Capital Missile
4 Heavy PPC		
6 (60) 6 (60)
–
–
PPC
4 ER Large Laser		
2 (24) 2 (24)
2 (24)
–
Laser
4 MML 9 + Artemis IV
6 (56) 3 (28)
3 (28)
–
MML
		 Ammo (MML) 208/176)
4 Laser AMS		
1 (12)†
–
–
–
AMS
AL/AR (64 Heat)
4 Large VSP Laser		
4 (44) 4 (36)
–
–
Pulse
2 ER Large Laser		
2 (16) 2 (16)
2 (16)
–
Laser
4 Laser AMS		
1 (12)†
–
–
–
AMS
Aft (78 Heat)
2 Piranha (30 missiles)
6
6
6
– Capital Missile
4 Large VSP Laser		
4 (44) 4 (36)
–
–
Pulse
4 MML 9 + Artemis IV
6 (56) 3 (28)
3 (28)
–
MML
		 Ammo (MML) 208/176)
4 Laser AMS		
1 (12)†
–
–
–
AMS
1 Screen launcher		
–
–
–
–
Screen
		 (20 screens)
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Thunderbird Battle Armor

The only Clan in the Inner Sphere led by an
Elemental is Clan Nova Cat, yet it is also the only Clan
currently unable to manufacture the Elemental battle
armor. The Nova Cats have had to rely on the Diamond
Sharks and even the Draconis Combine to supply its battle armor forces, as they can only produce the “Rabid”
variant of the Clan Medium suit. Even the Rabid’s manufacture requires the assistance of the Diamond Sharks
for production. At the height of the Jihad, facing heavy
combat losses, Exarch Stone worked on behalf of the
Nova Cats securing replacement armor from the Jade
Falcons. When the Falcons later learned this armor was
given to the Nova Cats, it caused considerable friction
and forced the Exarch to smooth over ruffled feathers,
marking this as clearly a one time solution.
Khan West found himself preoccupied with the Jihad
offensives, and so tasked the creation of a replacement for
the Elemental suit to a team comprising scientists, technicians, and merchant caste back on Irece. Santin West’s
attention finally returned to this important project in 3084
after the Jihad and its aftermath.
In a memorable scene recounted by one of Devlin
Stone’s liaisons, the Khan was visibly shaken when he
visited the onsite project rooms on Irece and was presented with nothing. More accurately, the scientist caste
presented him with a roadmap of new technologies that
started with new armor composites emulating reflective
properties and ended with projected ballistic weapons akin to miniature autocannons. The technicians
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presented a hugely overweight frame using a VTOL
propulsion system . . . with the caveat that it could not
take off yet and even a first test flight was many months
away. Finally, the merchant representatives scoffed at
this “Thunderbird” and insisted that whatever the result,
the Barcella Battlearmor manufacturing lines would not
be able to produce it.
In a testament of self control and calm Santin West politely, but firmly, commended the scientists and told them
to take their work offsite immediately. The chief technician
then protested when his Khan ordered the frame to be
stripped of all extras and be made production-ready within
the year. After the Chief Tech’s body was removed, his replacement affirmed the Khan’s vision enthusiastically; an
enthusiasm that the merchant factor mirrored completely.
Progress on the project went swiftly forward with a finished product beginning production early this year. The
final product retained its originally derisive moniker in a
moment of irony, and so the Thunderbird became the Nova
Cats’ new mainline battle suit.
Its performance – on paper – is close to the original
goal, that of finding a replacement for the Elemental.
While protection is on par with the ubiquitous suit, the
Thunderbird’s heavy design leaves it ineffective for the
anti-’Mech attacks that make the Elemental so feared.
On the other hand, the Thunderbird is more mobile than
most heavy suits and its comparatively light armor gives
it a very impressive payload capability. Prudent use of
this capacity sees the standard Thunderbird outfitted
with above-average laser armament, though the antipersonnel Gauss rifle, traded from the Sharks, has also
become a standard configuration. The craftsmanship
of the suit itself is of high quality and the Thunderbird
should be a strong addition to the Cats’ Rabid suits and
Combine-built Voids and will likely lend itself to future
modification and improvement.
A recent raid on Labrea, in October of this year, was
the Thunderbird’s test of fire. An Elemental Trinary of the
489th Assault Cluster under the lead of Star Captain Daniel
Devalis used their mixed suits to such great effect that they
fought back the attackers without any outside aid. The

raiders’ vehicles were badly damaged by Rabid missiles
and hostile Inner Sphere battle armor was completely outranged and outgunned by the Thunderbirds. The raiding
’Mechs found their support rendered ineffective and withdrew under threat of Rabid swarms and heavy fire from the
Thunderbirds.
It has become quite clear that the Nova Cats are currently intending the Thunderbird for their own exclusive
use, even to the exclusion of deployment to their RAF
contingents. Despite repeated inquiries it has not been offered for sale to the Diamond Sharks or any other contacts,
including their nominal DCMS allies. (Our intelligence service has noted recent visits of Kuritan scientists to the Irece
facility, but this may have been unconnected to the new
suit.) The Thunderbird has not yet been deployed against
the Ghost Bears despite ongoing skirmishes on Labrea.
While this may be a precaution against loss as isorla, it is
possible that the Nova Cats want to prevent a direct matchup against the heavier Golem.

Thunderbird Battle Armor
Type: Thunderbird
Manufacturer: Barcella Battlearmor Facility
Primary Factory: Irece
Tech Base: Clan
Chassis Type: Biped
Weight Class: Heavy
Maximum Weight: 1,500 kg
Battle Value:
50 (AP Gauss)
58 (ER Laser)
52 (Pulse Laser)
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: No/No/Yes/No
Notes: None.
Equipment 		
Slots
Chassis: 			
Motive System:
Ground MP:
1		
Jump MP:
3		
Manipulators:
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Left Arm:
Heavy Battle Claw (Vibro)		
Armor:
Standard		
Armor Value: 10 + 1 (Trooper)
			
Slots
Weapons and Equipment
Location (Capacity)
Modular Weapon Mount
RA
1 (2)
AP Gauss Rifle (20)
–
2
ER Small Laser (20)
–
2
Small Pulse Laser (14)
–
1
Jump Booster
Body
2

Mass
400 kg
0 kg
250 kg
0 kg
60 kg
250 kg

Mass
10 kg
200 kg
350 kg
400 kg
125 kg
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